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IN-

I wish to make a statement on the issue of  international regulation of  the practice of  mining 
corporations. I will use examples from  the Philippines which are chosen to highlight points relevant to 
broader standard setting. 

But many companies now claim to have changed. 
Companies like WMC, of  Australia, are hailed by the World Bank as an example of  industry best 
practice simply because the)' have a stated policy towards indigenous peoples and make unverified 
claims for  their practice. Other companies including Rio Tinto, the world's largest mining company, also 
claim to apply world's best practice in their environmental and social policies. 
Such claims are easy to make but where indigenous organisations and church groups report on their 
activities they show that both companies fall  seriously below acceptable standards. 
In 1995 after  years of  lobby by mining companies and pressure and funding  from  the World Bank, 
UNDP and other international agencies the Philippines liberalised its mining laws to attract more 
foreign  investment. The land that is being offered  up to foreign  companies is mainly that of  indigenous 
peoples. This was done without their knowledge or consent. The lowered standards were so attractive 
that claims now cover more than 1/3 the total land area of  the Philippines. Most claims MI cover 
ancestral lands. 

Globally the mining industry has a shameful  record of  disrespect for  indigenous peoples and ^ 
exploitation of  their lands and environment. 

The current Mining law in the Philippines nominally requires companies to dialogue and gain the 
consent of  indigenous peoples before  they proceed. The practice contains many abuses 
Rio Tinto has applied for  exploration rights over 600,000 hectares of  Subanen ancestral lands.Their 
plans have been rejected by all major Subanen organisations including the Subanen Leaders Forum, the 
Summit of  Subanen Leaders and many community groups. The company conducted some 
consultations yet they have failed  to recognise or dialogue with these organisations. Instead they falsely 
claim support based largely on an anthropologist's assessment. 
When more than 300 Subanen attended one consultation and unanimously opposed company entry the 
company reported to the government that the consultation had been "very successful"  giving a false 
impression of  support. 
The company has repeatedly insisted on dialogue even when their proposals have been rejected. This is 
a process Subanen regard as culturally abusive and describe ^being "dialogued to death". 
Rio Tinto recently temporarily withdrew its personnel but their claims remain and with diem the 
insecurity and conflicts  in Subanen society created by the company entry. 
WMC, another Australian based company, are also engaged in controversial exploration for  copper on 
B'laan ancestral land. 



A feet  finding  Mission by the Uniting Church of  Australia highlighted many failures  by the company to 
operate by acccptable standards 
These included 
1 .WMC has sought to buy local acceptance. 
The companvhas, and I quote" offered  basic services in order to better facilitate  the signing of 
agreements WMC is dangling the carrot of  services to a very poor people in an extremely 
manipulative way" end quote. 
WMC in close cooperation with the then Office  of  Southern Cultural Communities, a government 
agency, have used artificially  created Tribal Councils as their vehicle for  dealing with the B'laan.The 
company makes regular payments to tribal councils who cooperate with the company. 
In one community where even the government elected "tribal chief'  opposed the project the company 
challenged his legitimacy and the government had him removed. When the same leader was reelected 
the company by-passed him to gain access to drilling. 
In another community where the tribal council opposed WMC the company dropped their recognition 
and instead recognised their own employee as the tribal representative. 
In another case a community was pressured to sign an agreement without time to study or debate it and 
without independent legal advice. 
Accross the country there are numerous reports of  militarisation, intimidation and harassment of 
opponents of  mining. 
Recommendations 
1. A recent SE Asian consultation of  affected  peoples rejected the trend of  governments, the World 
Bank and of  the mining industry to erode legal standards and instead promote voluntary codes of 
conduct that have no monitoring mechanisms and carry no sanctions. 
Such codes of  conduct do not provide adequate safeguards  for  indigenous peoples and are no 

substitute for  enforceable  international standards with die option of  redress for  violations in the courts 
of  the home of  the offending  companies. 
2. As an expression of  mining companies commitment they should endorse the UN draft  declaration on 
indigenous peoples rights and as companies, not bound by the procedures of  the UN, implement them 
now 
3. However as an industry with a record of  abuse and broken promises credibility can only be gained 
by good practice supported by independent monitoring rather than more hollow words. 
4. Specifically  mining companies must at the least negotiate with all legitimate stake holders and 
respect the need for  prior informed  consent free  of  bribery and patronage. 
5. It is essentia] that indigenous peoples have the right to control and define  the process and outcome of 
consultation and negotiations . 

Thank you. 


